HST alumnus heads into space
Robert (Bobby) Satcher Jr. MIT ChemE PhD '93 HST MD '94 is assigned as a mission specialist on STS-129, one of the final NASA Space Shuttle missions to complete the International Space Station, due to launch in November of this year. HST MD/PhD student Dan Buckland talked with Dr. Satcher recently about his memories of HST and his upcoming mission.

Doug Daum pursues the heart
Having two uncles with implanted defibrillators and a family history of heart disease, it is no wonder that Doug Daum has chosen to use his engineering skills to develop therapies for life-threatening heart conditions.

Clinical Trials Wiki starts here at HST
Pavan Cheruvu, Brice Gaudilliere, and Gaurav Singal, 4th year students in the HST MD program, have launched ClinicalTrialsWiki, a website which aggregates publicly available data and aims to educate both biomedical professionals and laypeople on the design, conduct, and results of clinical trials in the U.S. and the world.

HST Forum celebrates student research and the legacy of Irving M. London
The 22nd HST Forum featured the presentation of 48 research posters by HST students, followed by a plenary session and reception to honor Dr. Irving M. London. Over 250 people attended the event on April 23rd at the New Research Building at HMS, including HST faculty, students, and staff, many friends and family of Dr. London, HST alumni and the HST advisory board and council.